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It is now recognized in many domains that content-based image
retrieval from a database of images cannot be carried out by using
completely automated approaches. One such domain is medical
radiology for which the clinically useful information in an image
typically consists of gray level variations in highly localized regions
of the image. Currently, it is not possible to extract these regions
by automatic image segmentation techniques. To address this prob-
lem, we have implemented a human-in-the-loop (a physician-in-
the-loop, more specifically) approach in which the human delineates
the pathology bearing regions (PBR) and a set of anatomical land-
marks in the image when the image is entered into the database. To
the regions thus marked, our approach applies low-level computer
vision and image processing algorithms to extract attributes related
to the variations in gray scale, texture, shape, etc. In addition, the
system records attributes that capture relational information such
as the position of a PBR with respect to certain anatomical land-
marks. An overall multidimensional index is assigned to each image
based on these attribute values. c© 1999 Academic Press
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Many content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems h
been developed during the last several years. Almost a
these systems are founded on the premise that images c
characterized by global signatures for the purpose of retri
from a database [6, 14, 27, 18, 11, 22, 9]. For example,
CANDID system [14] computes histograms from normaliz
gray levels for image characterization and the QBIC sys
[6] characterizes images by global characteristics such as
histogram, texture values, and shape parameters of easily
mentable regions.
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medical radiology, for which the clinically useful informatio
consists of gray level variations in highly localized regions of
image. For example, in a high-resolution computed tomograp
(HRCT) image of the lung, a disease such as emphysema (sh
in Fig. 1a) manifests itself in the form of low-attenuation regio
that are textured differently from the rest of the lung. Loc
attributes are needed for such situations because the nu
of pathology bearing pixels in an image is small, relative to
number of pixels in the rest of the image, and any global signa
would not be sufficiently impacted to serve as a useful attrib
for image retrieval. This bodes ill for many of the previous
developed methods for CBIR with regard to their use for med
radiology. Even those CBIR systems that are not explicitly glo
in their image characterization—such as those presented in
4, 16]—would not work for the types of images of which Fig.
is an example. Indeed, the MR images in [12, 4] are character
by just the shapes of the ventricular regions in the brain. The
to the success of the system of [12, 4] is that a ventricular reg
has an extremely distinct shape whose deformation is indica
of disease. In the system of [16], images in the database co
of a single tumor placed in the center without any backgrou
texture. In our application, the pathology bearing regions of
lung possess no such distinctive shapes.

In addition to lack of distinctive shapes, the pathology bear
regions (PBR) in our images cannot be segmented out by an
the state-of-the-art segmentation routines because these re
often do not possess sharp edges and contours. Our sy
therefore, enlists the help of the physician for delineating
PBRs and any relevant anatomical landmarks. Using graph
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112 SHYU ET AL.
FIG. 1. Shown here are (a) an HRCT lung image, (b) the same image after a physician has delineated the PBRs and the fissures by dragging the screen pointer.
Each PBR is delineated by an enclosing contour. Black arrows point to the fissures highlighted by the physician.
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tools that we developed, it takes a physician only a few
onds to delineate the PBRs and any relevant anatomical
marks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2
review the overall architecture of our system called ASSE
[26]. In Section 3, we first present the perceptual catego
used by radiologists for detecting lung pathology in HRCT
ages. This serves as a background to our description of the i
attributes used for characterizing each PBR. We then pres
feature grouping concept in the form of lobular feature sets
allow for fast retrieval of images from the database. In Sec
4, we describe how our image characterization scheme fo
the basis for a multidimensional hashing approach to data
indexing. Finally, in Section 5, we show three sets of experim
tal results. The first experiment shows that localized attrib
are superior to global attributes for the domain of HRCT
ages of the lung. In the second experiment, we present emp
results showing that the subjective nature of a physician’s d
eation of a PBR has relatively small impact on retrieval resu
The third experiment reports the results of a comparison o
trieval based on multidimensional hashing with retrieval ba
on the nearest-neighbor approach. The conclusion to be d
from this experiment is that multidimensional hashing real
a major saving in retrieval time while not incurring any s
nificant loss in retrieval precision over the nearest-neighbor
proach. This paper also includes an appendix where we have

sented our algorithm for the extraction of lung regions in HRC
images.
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2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The reasoning and control architecture of ASSERT is b
explained with the help of the flow chart shown in Fig. 2. T
figure shows two phases of the operation of the system:
image archiving phase is depicted using bold flow links and
image retrieval phase using thin flow links. The dashed bold li
are shared by both phases. To apply our system to a diffe
domain, only the shaded modules would need to be replace

To archive an image into the database, a physician deline
the PBRs and any relevant anatomical landmarks. This in
action takes only a few seconds for a trained domain expe
radiologist). In the meantime, a lung region extraction algorit
is applied to the image to determine the boundary of the lun
The system then executes a suite of image processing algori
to create attribute vectors that characterize the PBRs indiv
ally and the portion of the image that consists of just the lu
regions. These attributes are subject to a sequential forwar
lection algorithm (SFS) [15] to reduce the dimensionality of t
attribute space while retaining the ability to accurately class
each image as belonging to its associated disease pattern. F
1b shows an HRCT image with the PBRs and the anatom
landmarks (in this case, the lung fissures) as delineated
physician.

The information regarding the pathology of the lung resid
as much in the location of each PBR as it does in the vis

Tcharacteristics of the PBRs. Physicians characterize the location
of a PBR as being either in the interior of a region that is referred
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FIG. 2. The flow chart for ar

to as a lobular region—a term that will be explained more fu
shortly—or being adjacent to the boundary of a lobular region
ASSERT, this fact is taken into account by constructing what
call lobular feature sets. A lobular feature set (LFS) is a group
of a specific region of the lung, usually a lobe or a combina
of adjacent lobes, and the PBRs found therein. In a majorit
cases, each LFS will contain a single PBR that may eithe
in the interior of the lobular region or adjacent to its bounda
There are cases, however, in which there will be two or m
PBRs in a given lobular region. To show how ASSERT ta
into account the location of a PBR, let us assume that an LF
allowed a maximum of two PBRs and, when both are pres
one is adjacent to the boundary of the lobular region and
other is in the interior. If each PBR is represented byN attributes,
a 2N-dimensional attribute space may now be constructed
representing such an LFS, in accordance with the data stru
shown in Fig. 3. Note that the firstN dimensions are reserve
the attributes of a PBR that is adjacent to the boundary of
lobular region, an

a statistical distribution in the 2N-dimensional attribute space.
idered to form an LFS
d the lastN dimensions for the attributesAll clinically similar LFSs will be cons
FIG. 3. The structure
hiving images and their retrieval.
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of a PBR that is in the interior. Evidently, if a lobular regio
contains only a single PBR that is interior to the region,
first N attribute values will all be identically zero. By the sam
token, if a lobular region contains only a PBR that is adjac
to the boundary of the region, the lastN attribute values will
be identically zero. Very rarely, one does see a lobular reg
that contains two or more PBRs that are all either adjacen
the boundary or in the interior. In our current implementatio
we retain only the largest of such PBRs for image archiv
and retrieval. Further details on the construction of this L
representation will be presented in Section 3.3.

The important point to note from an architectural standpo
is that each LFS gets represented by a single point in aN-
dimensional attribute space; this point also has associated
it the identity of the lobular region. Because of the noise phen
ena associated with attribute measurement in images, clinic
similar LFSs from different images in our database will occu
of a lobular region set.
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class, denotedLFS j for the j th such class. Our current databa
is represented by 46LFS classes. The statistical distribution
the attribute space for eachLFS class will be approximated a
a Gaussian. As described later in Section 3.2,N equals 26 for
the current implementation of ASSERT.

In order to make retrieval computationally efficient, we u
the hashing method presented in [7]. In this scheme, theN-
dimensional attribute space is divided into bins such that
least in the ideal case—each bin would point to a singleLFS
class. (Of course, when the statistical distributions for the di
entLFS classes overlap, there will be bins that point to multi
LFS classes). When a new query image comes in, its LF
translated into a hash index that directly points to the approp
bin of the attribute space. This bin contains pointers to the r
vantLFS classes whose distributions cover that bin. The c
pointers lead us directly to a set of images that are similar to
query image on the basis of LFS similarity. Using a Euclid
metric, the database images thus retrieved are then tested
directly for similarity to the query image and ranked on that
sis. As will be discussed later, the hash table itself is constru
with the help of a decision tree algorithm.

The manner in which we have used LFSs has a rich histo
computer vision where such feature groupings have been
RT,
left
effectively to ameliorate the computational complexity of di-
rectly comparing every model to every possible object hypoth-

To whet the appetite of the reader for this aspect of ASSE
we have shown in Fig. 4 an HRCT query image at the upper
FIG. 4. The graphical interface for retrieval and for displaying adjacent ima
are shown in the row below. An enlarged view of the retrieved image is displ
are adjacent images to the retrieved image.
T AL.
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esis that can be constructed from a scene. Our LFSs are
ceptually identical to local feature sets in [3, 7] and to lo
feature focus in the system devised by Bolles and Cain
the goal of these systems being fast and robust object reco
tion.

Not every image produced in an HRCT scan of a pati
is entered into the database by the physician. Dependin
the size of a diseased region inside the lung, it is not unu
for such regions to show up in many adjacent cross-secti
images. Usually, a physician will consider only one of the
images as the most important exemplar of the pathology
hibited in that part of the lung. It is this image, to be call
thekey framehenceforth in analogy with such frames in vide
sequences, that a physician enters into the ASSERT data
Since the other contiguous images also carry important diag
tic information—information regarding the three-dimension
extent and shape of the pathology—these additional image
stored in secondary storage, as shown schematically in Fig.
sequence of such contiguous cross-sectional images is ind
by its corresponding key frame in the main database. Su
quently, if a physician desires to view the entire sequence
sociated with a given retrieved image, the sequence is fetc
from the secondary storage.
ges. The query image is on the left in the main window. The four best retrieved images
ayed in the right side of the main window. HRCT images displayed in the right column
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dition of linear and reticular opacities. Figures 6b and c show
this condition in HRCT images.

1 Opacity refers to the extent of attenuation suffered by X-rays as they propa-
gate through the tissue. High opacity is synonymous with high attenuation. Pixels
FIG. 5. Perceptual ca

in the main window. The best four retrieved images are sh
in the row below. The physician clicks on one of these to
its enlarged view at the right side of the main window. In t
case, the large image in the right part of the main window is
same as the leftmost retrieved image from the bottom row
the right-most column, the system then displays the physic
contiguous HRCT images that are from the same sequen
the enlarged retrieved image shown in the right side of the m
window.

3. IMAGE CHARACTERIZATION

To facilitate accurate indexing and retrieval, it is of critical im
portance that the images in the database be characterized
relevant attributes. As might be expected, our attribute se
cludes all the usual attributes—such as those that measure
ture, shape, and gray scale properties. But, more importan
also includes attributes that measure the perceptual categ
used by physicians for identifying pathology in HRCT lung im
ages. Because the first set of attributes is exhaustive, it can b
large and create statistical difficulties during classification.
dimensionality of this set is reduced by applying sequential
ward selection search [15]. Together these two sets of attrib
comprise an attribute vector that is used for database arch
and retrieval.

In the remainder of this section we first present the percep
categories used by physicians, together with the attributes
we believe are most effective in measuring the presence o
absence of these categories. We then present the genera
pose image attributes that are used to measure texture, s
gray level properties, etc. Finally, we describe a higher leve
ganization of these attributes into lobular feature sets (LFS);
organization captures spatial attributes such as the location
PBR in relation to anatomical landmarks. It is this LFS rep
sentation that gets translated into a multidimensional index
archiving and retrieval.

3.1. Perceptual Categories of Lung Pathology

In this section we present the perceptual categories of

diseases relevant to the domain of HRCT images of
ure 5 shows the perceptual categories that physici
gories used by physicians.
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use for detecting pathology in HRCT images of the lung. T
four major categories are [28]:

1. linear and reticular opacities,1

2. nodular opacities,
3. diffuse regions of high attenuation (high-opacities) an
4. diffuse regions of low attenuation (low-opacities).

These categories can be called major in the sense that, i
physician’s mind, they capture what is perceptually commo
the subcategories listed in the child nodes of the major c
gories. For example, thin and filament-like elements form
building blocks of the visual patterns corresponding to the
nodes “Bronchi,” “Honeycombing,” and “Fissure.” Fo
“Bronchi,” these filament-like elements form circular rings; f
“Honeycombing,” they form criss-cross patterns; for “Fissur
they are simply just elongated.

Linear and reticular opacities. As the name implies, the vi
sual structures that correspond to this category consist of lin
ribbon like formations that can either be straight and elonga
or web-like, or circular with a dot-like protrusion (the last
also referred to as a signet-ring pattern). These visual struc
are caused by the thickening of the interstitial fiber network.2 In
our current collection of HRCT lung images, about 20% of
patient cases exhibit linear and reticular opacities.

Three diseases give rise to linear and reticular opacitie
HRCT lung images. The first of these is calledbronchiecta-
sis, which results in the thickening of the walls of the bronc
(Bronchi are air-filled passages in the lung that due to t
low X-ray attenuation show up as dark regions.) Inbronchiec-
tasis, the lumen—the interior of the bronchi—also exhi
enlargement and their radii become larger than the radii of
adjacent pulmonary arteries. Figure 6a presents a simplified
the
ans
corresponding to high attenuation regions will be whiter in HRCT images.

2 Interstitium is the fibrous supporting structure of the lung.
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FIG. 6. (a) Normal bronchi labeled A1 and A2 show uniformly thin-walled bronchi with almost the same radii of adjacent pulmonary arteries. Thick-walled
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bronchi are labeled B1 and B2. Thick-walled bronchi with enlarged lumen
points to bronchial wall thickening.

The image characteristics of the type shown in Fig. 6 resp
well to a “dual thresholding” scheme in which a high thres
old is first used to extract the white regions and then ano
high threshold is applied to the inverted image to extract
dark regions that are surrounded by the white regions. The
sulting pairs of dark and white regions, corresponding to
walls (together with any adjoining arteries) and the lumen
bronchi, are accepted only if their centers of mass are coloc
to within a tolerance value determined empirically. For ea
such pair, the following attributes are extracted:the thickness of
the bronchi walls, andthe sizes of pulmonary arteries adjace
to the bronchi.

The second disease pattern that exhibits linear and retic
opacities isperipheral honeycombing. As the name implies,hon-
eycombingis a pattern formed by adjoining air-filled cysts,
shown in the region indicated by the arrows in Fig. 7a. Sho
there areperipheral honeycombingregions adjacent to the
boundaries of the lung. These patterns respond to the algor
in which the system first applies a threshold to a PBR to segm

out the reticular structure, followed by skeletonization. The cellsfor fissure thickening arethe average width of the fissureand

formed by the skeletons are then collected to form a cluster cor-the average curvature of the fissure contour.
FIG. 7. (a) Dark arrows point to peripheral honeycombing regions. Thes
(c) Irregular thickening of fissure in the lung.
are labeled C1 and C2. (b) A lung image exhibiting bronchiectasis. (c) A drow
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responding to the honeycomb region. The following attribu
are extracted for such patterns:the number of cells, the averag
cell size, andthe number of cells adjacent to the lung boundar
or fissures.

The last disease that gives rise to linear and reticular struct
is subpleural interstitial thickening. For this disease, importan
evidence concerning lung pathology is contained in the thick
ing of the fissures that separate the different lobes of each o
two lungs, particularly if this thickening is irregular. In Fig. 7
the arrow points to a normal fissure in the right lung. The wi
of the fissure is normal on the basis of its thickness in relatio
the size of the vessels in the vicinity. In Fig. 7c, the arrow poi
to an abnormal fissure. As a part of the interaction between
physician and the system, for every image the physician is a
to drag the mouse along each of the fissures. The system
applies a snake algorithm [13] to optimally fit the delineati
to the fissures. The one-pixel wide fissure contour thus obta
is then dilated to occupy all the pixels on the fissure if the
idence of fissure thickening exists. The attribute measurem
e regions are adjacent to the boundary of the lung. (b) A normal fissure in the lung.
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FIG. 8. (a) Small nodules; (b) conglomerate mass.

Nodular opacities. The gray values associated with nodul
and nodular opacities carry important information with rega
to whether the tissue is benign or malignant. HRCT images t
show this type of evidence can be further distinguished on
basis of the size and locational distributions associated with
nodular opacities. The diseasesarcoidresults in these types o
images.

The nodular opacities appear typically in two different size
small nodules, which are roughly round and less than one c
timeter in diameter, and large nodules of irregular shape, wh
“diameter” exceeds one centimeter. Sometimes large nod
agglomerate into large masses, as shown in Fig. 8b. For the
of small nodules, their distribution carries diagnostic inform
tion. When the distribution is random, then the nodules app
widely and evenly throughout the lung as shown in Fig. 8a. D
tributions become nonuniform when nodules attach themse
to the boundaries of the lungs or to the fissures.

Images with nodules respond to attribute extraction alg
rithms in which the system first applies a threshold to the lu
regions, followed by the measurement of “roundness” prope
(Note that this does not cause any confusion with the pre
ously discussed method for the extraction of bronchi since,
the case of bronchi, we seek dark regions surrounded by c

ce
ef

uation (meaning higher gray levels) associated with the pixels
egories in
ntric white regions.) The roundness property is particularly
fective for extracting small nodules. The large nodules arecorresponding to the diseased tissues. The disease cat
FIG. 9. (a) Normal lung. (b) Lung exhibiting ground-glass opacity wit
IEVAL SYSTEM 117
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extracted with a lower threshold on the roundness param
In other words, the value of the roundness threshold is ke
to the size of the object extracted after thresholding. Effec
attribute measurements for images with this type of pathol
includethe average sizes of nodules, average roundness of
ules, histogram of nearest-neighbor distances among the no
centers[23], and thegray-level mean of nodules.

Diffuse regions of high attenuation (high-opacities).All
lung pathologies manifest themselves as changes in the op
of the tissue as seen in the images. For many of the patholo
these opacities can be localized and appear as patterns wit
tain geometric characteristics; these cases were discussed a
For other pathologies, the entire lung may assume a diffe
shade of gray in comparison to a normal lung shown in Fig.
For example, shown in Fig. 9b is what is referred to asground-
glass opacity. Note that the underlying vessels are not obscu
that is, the vessels can be seen clearly in the lungs even thoug
tissue everywhere is characterized by a higher level of opa
A different pattern in the same perceptual category corresp
to calcification, shown in Fig. 9c; the diseasemetastatic calcifi-
cationgives rise to this pattern. For patients suffering from t
disease, the overall visual effect on the HRCT image is tha
a marked increase in density, similar to the density of bone.
this disease, there are also areas of ground-glass opacity.

Algorithms capable of separating the normal tissues from
ground-glass tissues make use of the fact that the gray-
histogram for the latter case is strongly bimodal, whereas
primarily unimodal for the normal tissues. After the groun
glass tissues are extracted, the vascular structure is extract
employing the well-known technique of co-occurrence matri
[10] with different values for the distance parameter. The co
puted measurements areuniformity of energy, homogeneity, gra
level mean of ground-glass regions, andthe ratio of abnormal
regions to lung regions.

Diffuse regions of low attenuation (low opacities).All of
the previous disease categories are marked by increased
h identifiable pulmonary vessels. (c) Lung exhibiting metastatic calcification.
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FIG. 10. (a) Centrilobular emphysema. (b) Paraseptal emphysema. (c) Lung cysts. Unlike centrilobular emphysema, lung cysts have clearly defined walls and
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nel corresponding to a different threshold for edge detection.
Finally, to analyze the structure of gray level variations within

3 Note that the sense in which we use the word “global” is different from
larger low-attenuation regions.

this section are marked bydecreasedattenuation, meaning lowe
or darker gray levels.

For example,centrilobular emphysemashows up in HRCT
images in the form of a large number of areas with significa
decreased density, as shown in Fig. 10a. These areas ma
cupy the entire lung region, but are likely to predominate in
upper lobes. When the disease becomes severe, these are
join together to form a large region of low attenuation.Parasep-
tal emphysemaalso results in decreased density, except tha
areas now occur adjacent to the boundaries of the lung
the vicinity of the fissures, as shown in Fig. 10b. The adjac
areas shown are usually separated by thin walls. Diseases
than emphysema also exhibit decreased lung opacity. Figur
shows a lung with cystic structure. In this case the region
low-attenuation are larger than those for the case of centr
ular emphysema and the walls of these regions possess
definition.

For attribute extraction, the lung regions extracted from th
images respond to the following steps. First, the normal tis
and the low-attenuation tissues are separated by simple th
olding. (The gray-level histogram is strongly bimodal for
these diseases.) Next, the co-occurrence matrices are com
for the low pixels resulting from thresholding. Additionally,the
number of decreased density regions adjacent to the lung bo
aries or fissuresis also computed, as it carries diagnostic inf
mation for the diseases mentioned in this section.

Selection of thresholds.The discussion so far has identifi
the following thresholds that are used to extract the attrib
corresponding to the relevant perceptual categories:

1. High and low thresholds for extracting the bronchi str
ture,

2. Gray scale threshold to extract the nodules,
3. Gray scale thresholds for measuring high opacities,
4. Gray scale thresholds for measuring low opacities.

How to set these thresholds is obviously an important is

in the design of a CBIR system. Each threshold is chosen
applying Otsu’s algorithm [17] to the relevant histograms. Th
tly
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algorithm is based on the assumption that a histogram is a
ture of two Gaussian classes and that the optimum threshold
separates them is the ratio of the between-class variance an
sum of the within-class variances. This approach allows e
threshold to adapt to the image in question. In summary, Fig
shows the perceptual categories and their corresponding im
attributes.

3.2. General Purpose Image Attributes

While some of the general purpose attributes are local to
PBRs, others are global to the entire lung region.3 Each PBR
is characterized by a set of shape, texture, and other gray-
attributes. For characterizing texture within PBRs, we have
plemented a statistical approach based on the notion of a g
level co-occurrence matrix [10]. This matrix represents a s
tial distribution of pairs of gray levels and has been shown
be effective for the characterization of random textures. In
implementation, the specific attributes we extract from this m
trix areenergy, entropy, homogeneity, contrast, correlation, and
cluster tendency.In addition to the texture-related attributes, w
compute three additional sets of attributes of the pixels wit
the PBR boundary. The first set computes gray-scale prope
of the pixels within the PBR, specifically, the mean and st
dard deviation of the gray levels, a histogram of the local g
levels, and the attributes of its shape (longer axis, shorter a
orientation, shape complexity measurement using both Fou
descriptors and moments). The second set computes the edg
of the PBR using the Sobel edge operator [20]. The extra
edges are used to obtain the distribution of the edges. We c
pute the ratio of the number of edge pixels to the total numbe
pixels in the region for different threshold channels, each ch
by
is

how it is commonly used in the literature on CBIR. Our global attributes are
global only to the extent that they are based on all the pixels in the extracted
lung regions.
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FIG. 11. The perceptual categories (in the first two columns) and the attributes that are extracted to measure the presence or the absence of the patterns
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corresponding to each category. These attributes are extracted from each

the PBR, we apply a region-based segmenter [19]. From
resulting segmentation, we compute the number of segme
regions in a PBR, a histogram of the sizes for all these regi
and gray-level statistics for each of the regions.

In addition to the texture and shape attributes, a PBR is
characterized by its average properties, such as gray scale
and deviation, with respect to the pixels in the rest of the lu
Measurement of these properties requires that we be ab
segment out the lung region (note that the lung region is
needed for the measurement of the global attributes). To ex
the lung region, we apply a set of binary-image analysis rout
that are described in Appendix A. In addition to the average-t
attributes, the system also calculates the distance betwee
centroid of a marked PBR and the nearest lung boundary p
We include the anatomical information because physicians
this information to classify some pulmonary disease pattern

The total number of general-purpose attributes, 255 in n
ber, computed for a PBR is large. Since we did not know a pr
which of these general purpose attributes would be effec
for retrieval, we intentionally included all of them. For obv
ous reasons only a small subset of these attributes can be
for database indexing. The attributes actually used are fo

by applying the sequential forward search (SFS) algorithm [1
to all the 255 general attributes. The result is that we are
BR.
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with only 12 attributes, listed asa1 througha12 in Table 1. Note
that attributesa13 to a26 correspond to the perceptual categor
described in the previous subsection.

3.3. Lobular Feature Sets

As mentioned before, the location of pathology plays an
portant role in disease diagnosis, and, as a consequence, i
plays an important role in image retrieval. The pathology be
ing pixels must exist in certain locations with regard to a cho
set of anatomical landmarks in order to convey diagnostic
formation. For example, both centrilobular emphysema (CL
and paraseptal emphysema (PSE) show low-attenuation a
in HRCT images. However, CLE is always interior to a lobe
the lung and PSE is always adjacent to either the lung boun
or one of the fissures. In this section we explain how such
formation in incorporated into the archival and retrieval proc
through a concept we have named lobular feature sets (LFS

A lobular region is defined by the lung boundary and th
fissures that are present in each lung. The left lung has
fissure, labeled LO for “left-oblique” in Fig. 12, and the rig
lung has two that in the same figure are labeled RO for “rig

5]

left
oblique” and RH for “right-horizontal.” (Note that because of
the geometry of imaging, the left lung shows up on the right
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TABLE 1
The Attributes a1 Through a12 Are the General-Purpose Attri-

butes Selected by the SFS Algorithm. The Rest of the Attributes
Correspond to the Various Perceptual Categories in Fig. 11

Index Attribute

a1–a2 Differences b/w global and the PBRs gray-level mean and S
a3–a5 Global histogram (bin 6, 9, 16 out of 16 bins)
a6 Area of the PBR
a7 Contrast of the PBR
a8 Edginess histogram of the PBR
a9 Distance from the PBR to lobular region boundary
a10 Entropy after gamma
a11 Homogeneity after gamma
a12 Cluster tendency after gamma
a13 Thickness of bronchial wall
a14 Shape of bronchial wall
a15 Adjacent artery size
a16 Cell number
a17 Average cell size
a18 Adjacent cell number
a19 Average width of adjacent fissure
a20 Curvature of adjacent fissure
a21 Average size of nodules
a22 Average roundness of nodules
a23 Histogram of nearest neighbor distances for nodules
a24 Average gray mean of nodules
a25 Uniformity of energy
a26 Ratio of abnormal region to lung region.

and the right lung on the left in HRCT images.) The fissu
divide each of the lungs into lobes. The left side of an HR
lung image would ideally show two fissures and the right s
one because the right lung has three lobes and the left lung
Only a subset of these fissures is visible in most images in
database. A fissure may or may not be visible, dependin
where exactly a lung cross section is taken. Those fissures
FIG. 12. Three fissures: RO, right oblique; RH, right horizontal; LO, le
oblique.
T AL.
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are visually discernible are marked by the physician at the t
he/she delineates the PBRs.

We use the term “lobular region” to refer to the divisions c
ated within a lung by the physician-demarcated fissures. Th
fore, depending on which, if any, of the fissures are visible,
right lung of an HRCT image can be divided into any of t
six lobular-region categories as shown in Fig. 13. Each of th
lobular regions thus generated carries a unique label as s
in Table 2. Similarly, the left lung can be divided into thr
lobular-region categories shown in Fig. 14. When comparin
query image with a database image, our first preference wo
of course, be to ensure that the LFSs extracted from the two
identical lobular region labels. But, in the absence of lobular
gion labels being identical, we must allow for the possibi
of, say, a query-image LFS with lobular region label RHRO to
be considered similar to a database image LFS whose lob
region label is RHLL. This consideration gives rise to the tw
lobular region label trees shown in Fig. 15.

While the first component of an LFS is the lobular regi
label, the second component is the set of PBRs within the lo
lar region. Each lobular region and the PBRs contained the
constitute a lobular feature set. For the purpose of illustrat
Fig. 16 shows two hand-drawn examples with partitioning of
lungs into different types of lobular regions. The LFSs for
example in Fig. 16a are

LFS1 = {RH TL |PBRadjacent= PBR1,PBRinterior = PBR2}
LFS2 = {LL |PBRadjacent= PBR3,PBRinterior = PBR3}.

The LFSs for the example on the right in Fig. 16 will be

LFS1 = {RH TL |PBRadjacent= null,PBRinterior = PBR3}
LFS2 = {RH RO|PBRadjacent= PBR1,PBRinterior = null}
LFS3 = {RO LL |PBRadjacent= null,PBRinterior = PBR2}
LFS4 = {LL |PBRadjacent= PBR6,PBRinterior = PBR4}.

Note that in all cases, the first PBR is adjacent to the boun
of the lobular region and the second PBR is in the interior. T

TABLE 2
Lobular Region Labels

Region Label

Right horizontal fissure with top lung boundary RHTL
Right horizontal fissure with oblique fissure RHRO
Right oblique fissure with bottom lung boundary ROLL
Right horizontal fissure with bottom lung boundary RHLL
Right oblique fissure with top lung boundary ROTL
Right lung boundary RL
Left oblique fissure with top lung boundary LOTL
ft
Left oblique fissure with bottom lung boundary LOLL
Left lung boundary LL
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FIG. 13. Six different lobular reg

relational design encodes the adjacency/interior attribute o
PBRs, in keeping with our discussion at the end of Sectio
Of course, if either of these PBRs is absent, then the respe
entry in the LFS will be “null,” as is the case with LFS3. When
a PBR covers the entire lobular region, for example PBR3 in
Fig. 16a, this PBR appears in both PBRadjacentand PBRinterior.
When there is more than one PBR of the type “adjacent
more than one PBR of the type “interior” inside a lobular
gion, we retain only the largest of each type. For example,
lobular region for LFS4 contains three PBRs, two of them, PBR5

and PBR6, are adjacent to the boundary of the lobular region
these two, only PBR6 is retained in LFS4 because it is larger in
the sense of its occupying a larger number of lung region pix

As mentioned previously, the notation LFSi represents a spe
cific LFS. All LFSs extracted from the database are then divi
into a discrete set of classes on the basis of equivalence of
cency/interior relationships of the associated PBRs with res
to the lobular boundaries as well as the diagnosis made b
physician. For illustration, the LFSs extracted from the two
ages shown in Fig. 17 belong to the sameLFS j class becaus
(1) the lobular regions are the same; (2) the adjacency/inte
relationships of the PBR with respect to the lobular regions
. 14. Three lobular regions and their labels for the left lung.
ns and their labels for the right lung.
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the same; and (3) the disease diagnoses are the same. Eac
classLFS j , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , will be modeled by a Gaussia
distribution in the attribute space.

4. MULTIDIMENSIONAL HASHING
FOR INDEXING IMAGES

In this section, we will explain how an LFS translates in
an index for image archiving and retrieval. How an LFS is c
verted into a multidimensional index is based on the Multi-H
method of [7] for fast 3D object recognition. From the standpo
of its application in ASSERT, a particularly noteworthy featu
of Multi-Hash is that the bin boundaries in the attribute sp
are computed dynamically to suit the peculiarities of a datab
To explain this point further, note that our goal is to carve
attribute space into bins such that each bin points to—at l
in the ideal case—a singleLFS class. EachLFS class will in
turn point to the database images from which it was deriv
The question then becomes how to partition the attribute s
into bins. The Multi-Hash approach sets up the bin bounda
in such a way that anLFS class with large variability (becaus
of measurement noise and other artifacts) occupies a large
compared with anLFS class with small variability. As was
demonstrated in [7], this can be accomplished by minimiz
the entropy associated withLFS class distributions.

To construct a multidimensional hash table forLFS classes,
our system

1. Creates supervised training data by grouping those im
together that yield identical LFSs. Two LFSs in two separ
images belong to the sameLFS class if the associated PBR
are in the same adjacency/interior relationship with respec
the lobular boundaries and if the PBRs carry the same diagn
information.

2. Computes statistical parameters of the observed dat
each attribute within each class. At this time we assume

the statistical distributions associated with the attributes are
Gaussian for each of the attributes.
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FIG. 15. Lobular region label tree (a

3. Creates a decision tree that minimizes the entropy ove
the distributions associated with allLFS classes. In the idea
case, the minimum entropy will be zero and, in that case, e
bin in the attribute space will point to a singleLFS class. In
practice, due to the overlapping nature ofLFS class distribu-
tions, the minimum will be nonzero. Each test node in the
splits the data with a test of the formai > ti . Each leaf node is
labeled with theLFS classes whose distributions overlap
bin corresponding to that node.

4. Maps the decision tree into a multidimensional hash ta

As a simple illustration for a two-dimensional attribute spa

the corresponding hash table are shown inthe images corresponding to the retrievedLFS classes, this

ages
Fig. 18. The label (ai , ti ) under each node means that attributeai process, on average, results in the system retrieving 25 im
t lung, right horizontal fissure exists with top and bo
ht oblique and horizontal fissures exist but no fissu
for the right lung and (b) for the left lung.

all
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ee

e

le.
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was subject to a decision thresholdti . The solid lines in Fig. 18b
show the decision tree thresholds in the attribute space. W
the solid lines are extended to span the entire attribute spac
end up with a hash table.

To form a query to the database, the physician marks the
evant PBRs and anatomical landmarks in the query image.
same process as is used for archiving is now applied to form
LFSs for the query image. As we will explain below, the point
the attribute space that corresponds to the query LFS yield
address of the bin that points to the most similar databaseLFS
classes. For our current database, on average this step re
2.63LFS classes for each hash table access. Pooling toge
ttom lung boundaries. In the left lung, left oblique fissure exists with top and bottom
re exists in the left lung.
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FIG. 17. LFSs in these two images belong to the same class.

from the database. To determine which of these images to
play, we perform a filtering step described at the end of
section. Briefly, we apply a nearest-neighbor match betwee
query image’s PBRs and the PBRs of the images correspo
to theLFS classes returned by Multi-Hash. In this manner,
reduce the computational burden that would otherwise be
sociated with comparing the query image attributes with th
of every image in the database using, say, the nearest-nei
algorithm.4

4.1. Growing a Decision Tree

We will now describe how a decision-tree-based algorith
used to construct a minimum-entropy partition of the attrib
space in which theLFS classes reside.5 To determine which
attribute to place at a node of the decision tree, the algor
examines each attribute separately. For each attribute, the
rithm examines a set of candidate thresholds, selecting on
affects the largest reduction in the entropy of all the distribut
in the attribute space. What follows is somewhat terse; the re
is referred to [7] for further details.

As mentioned previously, a Gaussian model is used to des
the distribution associated with eachLFS class in the attribut
space. We will useηi to represent the mean value of the attrib
ai andσ 2

i its variance for classLFS j . These two paramete
are estimated from the observed instances. The sample
and variance define the following marginal density function
attributeai :
f i
j (ai ) = 1

σi

√
2π

e−(ai−ηi )2/2σ 2
i . (1)

4 Other possible approaches for indexing images that would also be com
tationally efficient could be based on B-trees [5], R-trees [8], and their varia
[1, 21, 24].

5 Finding a partition that would correspond to a global minimum for entro
is an NP-hard problem and cannot be guaranteed by the decision-tree-b
algorithm used in Multi-Hash. The Multi-Hash partitions are generated by us
locally optimal decisions.
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Since we consider each attribute to be independently Gaus
we are in effect saying that the 26 attributes (a1 toa26 in Table 1)
are statistically independent, an assumption that remains
seriously tested.6 For practical reasons, a truncated version
the above function is used in constructing the decision tree.
extent of theai axis that is used in the hash table is set toηi ± 2σi .

To determine whether a decision thresholdti for attributeai

reduces the entropy, we need to compare the entropy o
original bin (keeping allLFS classes together in that bin)
the entropy that would result from partitioning the bin into tw
child bins using a decision threshold. Assume that we ha
total of L LFS class distributions occupying the original bi
The entropy of all these distributions in this one bin is given

H (bin)= −
L∑

j=1

P(LFS j | bin) log(LFS j | bin). (2)

The entropy of the partition is obtained by the weighted aver
of the entropy of each child bin resulting from partitioning t
data at the pointti = ai :

HAverage=
2∑

i=1

P(bini )H (bini ). (3)

If this average entropy is smaller than the entropy in Eq. (2), t
dividing up the original bin with a decision thresholdti along
the axisai would be a good idea. Therefore, our goal is to se
a decision thresholdti for attributeai that minimizes the value
of Eq. (3).

The search for the decision threshold is implemented by di
ing the attribute axis uniformly into a large number of divisio
as shown in Fig. 19. Each of the quantization levels thus cre
is used as a candidate decision threshold. That candidate th
old which yields the smallest value for the average entrop
Eq. (3) is retained.

While the above approach to growing a decision tree
straightforward, it is made somewhat complex by the fact
the probabilityP(LFS j | bini ) is not available directly. We can
however, calculate this probability from the attribute distrib
tions by using Bayes rule. We estimate from the attribute di
butions

P(bini | LFS j ) =
k∏

m=1

∫ min(am
T ,C

m
j,R)

max(am
T ,C

m
j,L )

f m
j (am) dam, (4)
pu-
nts

py
ased
ing

wheream
T is the candidate threshold along attribute axisam. The

integrals of Gaussians can be obtained from standard published

6 We believe that any correlations between the attributes are important only for
getting an accurate measure of the entropy associated with a given bin structure.
If most bins in the final hash table are pure, in the sense of pointing to single
classes, the correlations between the attributes should not have much effect on
the precision of retrieval.
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FIG. 18. (a) An example decision tree for the case of two attributes. Test nodes are depicted as circles and leaf nodes as rectangular boxes. (b) The corresponding
hash table. The solid lines correspond to the decision thresholds in the decision tree in (a). The dashed lines then extend these solid lines so as to span the entire
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attribute space. The resulting bin structure forms the hash table.

tables. Applying Bayes rule, we have

P(bini ,LFS j ) = P(bini | LFS j )P(LFS j ), (5)

whereP(LFS j ) is the relative frequency with which theLFS j

appears in a training image. We also need the bin probabili

P(bini ) =
L∑

j=1

P(bini ,LFS j ). (6)

FIG. 19. Ci
j,L stands for the left truncated point forLFS j along attribute axis

i
ai , Cj,R is the right truncated point. Candidate thresholds are in the interv
[C1

2,L ,C
1
1,R] and [C1

3,L ,C
1
2,R] alonga1 axis and [C2

2,L ,C
2
1,R] and [C2

2,R,C
2
3,L ]

alonga2 axis.
ies

Now we can write down the expression for the probabilit
needed in Eq. (2):

P(LFS j | bini ) = P(bini ,LFS j )

P(bini )
. (7)

Therefore, we can find the entropy associated with child n
bini ,

H (bini ) = −
L∑

j=1

P(LFS j | bini ) log(P(LFS j | bini )). (8)

These entropies are weighted by the probabilityP(bini ), which
is given by Eq. (6). The summation of these weighted entrop
forms an average entropy for all child nodes of nodeN,

E(N, test forak) =
#children∑

i=1

P(bini )H (bini ). (9)

We continue growing the tree until one of the following sto
ping criteria is met:

1. The reduction in entropy is below a preset level (i.e.
E(n, test)− H (n)<ThresholdZero difference). In our work, when
the reduction in entropy is less than 5%, we do not split
node.

2. The distributions of allLFS classes occupying the nod

als
bin are completely overlapping. This means that this leaf node
will point to more than one class.
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FIG. 20. (a) 2D hash table and the correspond

4.2. Translating a Decision Tree to a Hash Table

As was illustrated in Fig. 18b, the partitions created by t
decision tree do not span the entire attribute space. In that fig
only those bin boundaries that correspond to the solid lines w
created by the decision tree. However, it is trivial to make a h
table from these bin partitions by simply extending them to t
end of the attribute space, i.e., to the maximum values obse
in the data.

Speaking more specifically, we associate an LUT—a look
table—with each attribute axis, which is simply a list of a
decision thresholds along that axis. For example, the LUT
the attributea1 for the example in Fig. 20a is the ordered li
(t5, t1, t2) and the LUT for the attributea2 is the ordered list
(t4, t3, t6, t7). An LUT for the attributeai helps us determine in
constant time into which bin an arbitrary value ofai would fall.

LUTs allow us to associate a hash index with each bin
the attribute space. For example, for the two-dimensional c
shown in Fig. 20a, we can write

HashIndex(a1,a2)
= LUT2(a2)×Numberof bins alonga1+ LUT1(a1), (10)

where LUTi (ai ) returns the bin index for that value ofai . For
example, if the value ofa1 were to fall between the thresholds t
and t1 alonga1 axis in Fig. 20a, the LUT1(a1) for thata1 would
equal 1.

Shown in Fig. 20b is a three-attribute hash table and its indic
Along the same lines as above, the general formula for index
the hash table is given by

HashIndex(a1, . . . ,ak)

=
2∑(

LUT i (ai )×
i−1∏

Numberof bins along aj

)
+LUT1(a1).
j=1

(11)
g LUT. (b) 3D hash table and the corresponding LUT.
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After the structure of the hash table has been set up, the
are filled with pointers to theLFS classes whose distribution
occupy them.

4.3. Pruning the Set of RetrievedLFS Classes
and Candidate Images

During retrieval, the measured attribute values are conve
into a hash index in the manner described above. This ind
used to access the corresponding bin and thus to retriev
LFS classes that populate that bin. As was mentioned in
introduction to Section 4, on average this process results in
retrieval of 2.63LFS classes for each hash table access. T
list of retrievedLFS classes is pruned by comparing the lobu
region labels of the queryLFSwith those of the retrievedLFS
classes. Comparison of the lobular region labels pays due re
to the tree structures shown in Fig. 15. For example, the q
image shown on the left in Fig. 21 yields the LFS’s:

LFS1 = {RO TL | PBRadjacent= null,PBRinterior = YES}
LFS2 = {RO LL | PBRadjacent= null,PBRinterior = YES}
LFS3 = {LO LL | PBRadjacent= null,PBRinterior = YES}.

In Fig. 15, the lobular region label ROTL of LFS1 has the la-
bel RL as its parent. This means that only those retrievedLFS
classes whose lobular region lables belong to the set{RO TL,
RL} can be matched with this query image LFS. Similar c
siderations would be applied to the other two LFS’s in the qu
image. This type of pruning constitutes Filter 1 in Fig. 21.

After the above-described pruning by Filter 1, the remain
retrievedLFS classes for this query point to 25 database ima
on the average. We refer to these images as the candidate
set from which the four best images are selected for display
this selection, we carry out a simple Euclidean compariso

the query PBR to its corresponding PBR in the candidate image
set. This process is depicted as Filter 2 in Fig. 21.
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FIG. 21. Pruning of the retrievedLFS classes on the basis of lobular region labels constitutes Filter 1 shown on the left. This is followed by the application of
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Filter 2 on the right in which a Euclidean metric is used to select the final f

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Recall and precision are two criteria that are frequently u
to evaluate CBIR systems. For a query image of a given la
the recall criterion measures the proportion of all of the ima
in the database possessing the same label that are returned
sponse to the query. The precision criterion, on the other h
measures the proportion of the returned images that hav
same label as the query image. As is clear from the form
given by Smith [25], both the recall and the precision dep
on the number of the database images that the retrieval
tem must return in response to a query image. When a C
system is required to return a small, fixed number of image
exactly four images in our case—we believe that the recall
terion ceases to be an important measure of the effectivene
retrieval.

In the rest of this section, therefore, we will only use
precision criterion to measure the effectiveness of retrieva
ASSERT. In particular, we will show how precision depends
whether we use localized or global features for image chara
ization. We will report results on the sensitivity of precision
subjectivity in PBR delineation. We will end this section by d
cussing the computational efficiency achieved with Multi-H
indexing.

The database used in the experiments described here co
302 images from 78 patients. These images were gathere
the physicians during routine medical care at Indiana Unive
Medical Center. As would be expected, the disease label
signed to each image by the physician play an important ro
the evaluation of the system. The image labels themselves
no part during retrieval since the retrieval is carried out so
on the basis of image content. However, these labels are
cal for measuring the precision rates. The distribution of ima
over disease patterns of the current database is shown in
column of Table 3. Currently, the diseases in the databas

centrilobular emphysema (CLE), paraseptal emphysema (P
bronchiolitis obliterans (BO), hemorrhage (HE), metastatic c
ur images for display.
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cification (MC), panacinar (PA), sarcoid (SA), and pneumocys
carinii pneumonia (PCP).

To ensure a situation that would mirror its use in a clin
cal setting, in our evaluation we omit all of the query-ima
patient’s other images from the database search. Our stati
were generated from the four highest ranking images retur
by the system for each query. Moreover, a retrieval is conside
successful only when the retrieved images have disease la
identical to those of the query image. (Note that an image
have more than one type of pathology). For example, if a qu
image has CLE and PSE, the retrieved images are classifie
correct retrievals only when they bear both the CLE and
PSE labels. Although it might still be useful to a physician
retrieve images with only one of the pathologies, for the purp
of system evaluation we would like to make our evaluation
stringent as possible.

5.1. Local versus Global Attributes

This experiment is designed to test the utility of localized
tributes. For each disease category in our database, in Ta
we show the total number of queries for the category, the m

TABLE 3
Comparison of Localized versus Global Attributes

Correct retrievals Percentage of total
Query

Diagnosis images R1(P)+C R2(G) R1(P)+C R2(G)

CLE 168 2.92± 0.18 2.12± 0.85 73 53
PSE 29 3.04± 0.27 1.68± 1.07 76 42
BO 28 3.00± 0.32 2.32± 0.55 75 58
HE 18 2.92± 0.53 2.40± 0.33 73 60
MC 12 2.64± 1.02 2.48± 1.21 66 62
PA 16 2.80± 1.08 2.32± 1.32 70 58
PCP 15 2.48± 0.85 2.40± 0.23 62 60
SA 16 2.76± 0.71 1.96± 0.75 69 49
SE),
al-

Total DB 302 2.89± 0.36 2.14± 0.82 72.3 53.6
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FIG. 22. (a) The PBR delineated by a physician; (b) 1.5×PBR; (c) 0.5×PBR.
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5

and standard deviation of the number of the four highest ran
images that shared the same diagnoses as the query imag
the percentage of the four retrieved images that have the
diagnoses as the query image. Note that only when the
noses of the retrieved images are identical to the query ima
do we consider it a correct retrieval. Table 3 shows result
two different sets of attributes. The first is a combination of
tributes extracted from the PBR region (R1(P)) and attributes
contrasting the PBR to the rest of the lung region (C). The sec-
ond set of attributes was customized to a global approach t
age characterization. TheR2 attributes were chosen by the S
algorithm when optimizing performance for the entire lung
gion. To ensure a fair comparison, we omit from bothR1 andR2

the attributes selected via the perceptual categories, discus
Section 3.1, as these were developed to optimize performan
our localized approach. For this experiment we used the nea
neighbor retrieval method after removing from the databas
query-patient images.

The attributes inR1 are: the gray scale deviation inside
region, gray-level histogram values inside the region, and
texture measurements (homogeneity, contrast, correlation
cluster). The attributes in setC contrasting the PBR to the enti
lung are: the area of the PBR, the Mahalanobis distance from
centroid of the PBR to the nearest lung boundary point, the
ference of gray-scale mean of the PBR and that of the entire
and the difference of gray-scale deviation of the PBR and th
the entire lung. The attributes in setR2 are: gray scale mean a
deviation, histogram distribution, histogram distribution a
gamma correction, and four texture measures (cluster, co
after gamma, cluster after gamma, and edginess of strength
gamma). The last row of the table gives a summary across a
eases. The best method (R1(P)+C) combines attributes of th
PBR and contrast attributes. This empirical evaluation illustr
ributes significantly improve retrieval performanc
n of HRCT of the lung.
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5.2. Sensitivity to Physician Subjectivity

The second experiment addresses the concern that the p
sion might be a function of PBR delineation. Using the same
perimental method as described in the previous section, we c
pared the retrieval results of the physician-marked PBRs to la
and smaller PBRs. Specifically, Table 4 reports results for
0.75, 1.0, 1.25, and 1.5 times the size of the physician-ent
PBRs. Figure 22 shows the original PBR region as marked
a physician, the same PBR but with an enlarged circumscrib
circle so it is now occupying an area that is 50% larger, and
same PBR when its area is shrunk by 50%.

The results show that PBR size does not significantly imp
retrieval results. Shrinking the PBR region has a slightly lar
negative impact on performance than increasing the size o
PBR, the extent of this effect however seems to depend on
disease.

TABLE 4
Sensitivity of Results to PBR Delineation—Nearest Neighbor

Approach (with Location Attribute)

Percentage—scaling
Number of

Diagnosis queries 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.

CLE 168 69 72 76 74 72
PSE 29 72 72 77 76 75
BO 28 69 71 79 75 74
HE 18 65 68 71 73 71
MC 12 66 68 68 68 67
PA 16 72 74 72 79 66
PCP 15 59 62 57 63 66
SA 16 57 63 72 72 69

eTotal DB 302 67.9 70.6 74.4 73.6 71.4
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TABLE 5
Filters 1, 2 vs Filter 2 and Nearest-Neighbor vs Nearest-Neighbor with Locatioon Attributes

Nearest-Neighbor Multi-Hash+ nearest-neighbor Multi-hash+ nearest-neighbor+Filters
Image

Diagnosis number PLoc Pno Loc PLoc Pno Loc SPEEDUP PLoc Pno Loc SPEEDUP

CLE 168 46% 78% 37% 76% 6.56 71% 73% 9.15
PSE 29 40% 81% 45% 79% 6.29 74% 74% 16.77
BO 28 62% 82% 73% 86% 8.38 86% 84% 14.38
HE 18 41% 74% 27% 75% 9.43 69% 69% 25.16
MC 12 39% 63% 58% 72% 10.78 67% 67% 13.72
PA 16 44% 78% 38% 61% 13.13 63% 66% 11.62
PCP 15 51% 57% 67% 67% 17.76 73% 73% 37.75
SA 16 61% 69% 38% 58% 13.13 66% 66% 27.45
4
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Total 302 47.3% 76.3% 42.9% 7

5.3. Retrieval Accuracy and Efficiency

We will next demonstrate the speedup in retrieval achieve
using the multidimensional hashing of Section 4. The spee
is over the nearest-neighbor approach. The following meas
ments are relevant to estimating the retrieval speedup:Pno Loc

is the precision achieved with the retrieval of four best ima
whose PBRs have the same disease labels as that of the
image, regardless of the adjacency/interior attributes of t
PBRs.PLoc is the precision achieved for the four best match
images whose PBRs have the same disease labels and the
adjacency/interior attributes as the query PBRs. SPEEDU
the speedup factor achieved and is defined as

SPEEDUP= Total number of database images

Number of candidate images
, (12)

where by “Number of candidate images” we mean the numb
images returned by the Multi-Hash scheme of Section 4. Re
that the final four images selected for retrieval are chosen
this set of candidate images.

The third and the fourth columns of Table 5 show the retrie
accuracy obtained by applying the nearest-neighbor search
evaluation is based on the matching of PBRs directly. The m
surementPLoc is obtained by first matching the lobular locati
of PBRs and then computing the similarity distances betw
the query PBR and the PBRs contained in the database
distances contributed by the different PBRs in the query im
are accumulated and ranked. The measurementPno Loc omits
the step that matches the lobular location.PLoc yields a 47.3%
accuracy rate andPno Loc has 76.3%. Since nearest-neighb
searches through all images in the database, SPEEDUP is
is not listed in Table 5

In the second set of results on retrieval speedup, for a g
query image the system first generates a set of candidate da
images using the hashing scheme of Section 4. The final
retrieved images are obtained by applying the nearest-neig
is candidate set. The measurementPno Loc corre-
retrieved four images vis-a-vis the candidate
.8% 7.58 71.8% 72.9% 11.61
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returned by the hashing table. We obtained a value of 74
for Pno Loc. However, if the measurement of retrieval precisi
includes the lobular location of the PBRs, the value of the pr
sion, now denoted byPLoc goes down to 42.9%. The SPEEDU
in this case was 7.58.

The third set of results that we will now report on correspon
to how ASSERT is supposed to work in a clinical setting. N
all the candidate images for a given query image are obta
by using the multidimensional hashing scheme of Section 4
this list of candidate images is pruned by using the two filt
described in the same section. The values ofPno Loc andPLoc are
now 72.9% and 71.8%, respectively. These numbers are slig
less than the numbers for the purely nearest-neighbor base
proach, but the decrease in precision is not appreciable a
especially considering that the SPEEDUP achieved in this c
was 11.61.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper described a physician-in-the-loop system for m
ical images. We believe that our system combines the be
what can be gleaned from a physician, without burdening
or her unduly, and what can be accomplished by a computer
also demonstrated unequivocally that localized attributes sig
icantly improve retrieval performance in the domain of HRC
images of the lung over a purely global approach. A sens
ity study showed that physician subjectivity in PBR delineat
impacts performance by only a negligible amount.

While retrieval accuracy is of paramount importance in CB
not to be ignored is the retrieval efficiency, meaning the nu
ber of database images actually compared to a given query
age. One of the important results in this paper is that retrie
efficiency—as measured by a speedup factor, SPEEDU
improves considerably if we base the indexing of the datab
images on a hashing function derived from feature groupi
called lobular feature sets.

Although the work reported here deals specifically w
set
HRCT images of the lung, it could be extended easily to other
domains, where image characterization can only be carried out
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by using localized features. We have presented ASSER
a stand-alone visual information retrieval system. Howeve
could also be integrated easily with most of the existing PA
(picture archiving and communication systems), HIS (ho
tal information systems), and RIS (radiology information s
tems). Other application possibilities for our system inclu
telemedicine for long-distance diagnosis and education in m
ical schools.

APPENDIX A: LUNG EXTRACTION ALGORITHM

Because of the diagnostic information in measurements
as “the number of reticular cells adjacent to the lung bounda
and “the number of low opacity regions next to the lung bou
ary,” it is important to be able to extract the lung regions fr
HRCT images. In this appendix, we present such an algor
that successfully extracts the lungs for over 93% of the ima
in our database. For the small number of cases in which
algorithm fails, we plan to develop an approach that elicits
help of the physician by asking him/her to quickly mark a f
points on the boundary of the lung. This information will th

be fed into one of the energy-minimization algorithms known
in the literature for the extraction of the lung boundary.

attenuation regions in the image. High gray levels correspond to
the parts of the body with high X-ray attenuation. The threshold
FIG. 23. The flow chart fo
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Before we describe the algorithm, the reader should note
following property of HRCT images. These images can be t
ially divided into two regions: the main image that is inside
circle called the CT circle, and the remainder that is outside
circle. Since the pixels outside the circle do not get any va
from the sensors that are used for the measurement of to
graphic projections, their gray levels are equal to 0, a fact
can be used (in conjunction with connectivity properties)
quick elimination of all such pixels. On the other hand, ins
the CT circle, where the main image is located, there are t
types of regions: (a) the region composed of pixels exterio
the body; (b) the lung region; and (c) the region compose
pixels interior to the body but exterior to the lungs.

For extracting the lung regions from inside the CT circle,
employ an algorithm whose flow of control is depicted in Fig.
We will now explain the various steps of this algorithm. The
steps correspond to the numbered circles attached to the va
boxes in the figure. Each step will be illustrated by showing
resulting image in Fig. 24.

1. Apply a 5× 5 median filter to remove noise inside th
lung regions. Then apply a threshold to separate out the h
r extracting the lung regions.
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FIG. 24. The intermediate results from lung region extraction algorithm: (a) an HRCT image, (b) after thresholding to separate out high-attenuation pixels,
(c) after component labeling, (d) after applying the ratio test, (e) complement of image in (d), (f) component labeling of the complement image, (g) after applying

a

d
o
d
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m
a

led
n of
hese
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ent
the ratio test to the complement image, (h) after the application of dilation

is determined empirically (its value in our case is 190) an
based on our experience with over 300 images. All pixels wh
values exceed the threshold are remapped to a value of 1 an
pixels that fall in the part of the histogram below the thresh
are remapped to 0. This step creates a binary image, or,
precisely, a binary mask for the nonlung regions of the im

inside the CT circle. For the HRCT image of Fig. 24a, the res
obtained after thresholding is shown in Fig. 24b.
nd erosion operators (h) the final result which has only the lung regions.

is
se
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2. Apply a component labeling algorithm to the pixels labe
as 1 in the previous step. This step results in the identificatio
the separate connected regions of high-attenuation pixels. T
connected regions correspond to the body pixels excluding
lung regions. In many but not all cases, the largest of th
connected regions will surround the lung region. Using differ

ultgray levels, Fig. 24c shows the connected components of the
high pixels shown in Fig. 24b. Some of these connected regions
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may not be discernible, either because they are too small in
or because the gray levels that are automatically assigned to
are not sufficiently different from those of neighboring regio

3. The body regions identified by the previous step are n
ranked by size. Let these regions be denoted REG1,REG2,

. . . ,REGM in order of decreasing size. The algorithm now a
plies a ratio test to the consecutive pairs of these regions
testing the following inequality:

size(REGi )

size(REGi+1)
< T, (13)

whereT is a predetermined threshold. Let us say that there arN
regions that satisfy this ratio test. TheseN regions are retained
and the rest discarded, in the sense that, in the binary mas
the image, their pixels are changed to low. For the case of Fig
this step retains only the component shown in Fig. 24d.

4. Next, the complement of theN body regions retained by
the previous step is taken. This complement contains, but is
exclusively made of, the lung regions. For the example of Fig.
the result of this step is shown in Fig. 24e. To separate the
regions from this complement, we proceed as follows.

5. Apply component labeling to the complement image. T
separate components for the example case are shown in Fig
using different shades of gray.

6. The separate regions produced by the previous step
ranked in the order of decreasing size and labeled reg1, reg2, . . . ,

regJ by ranking the sizes of those labeled regions in decrea
order. The algorithm now applies a ratio test to these consec
pairs of regions:

size(regi )

size(regi+1)
< t, (14)

where t is a predetermined threshold. The firstM blobs that
pass the ratio test are retained as lung regions and the re
discarded. Shown in (g) are the regions retained. TheseM blobs
constitute the lung regions.

7. Merge theM regions produced by the previous step us
the dilation and erosion operators. These operators are ne
because the regions corresponding to the different lobes
lung may come out with gaps between them; these gaps
produced by the fissures. Figure 24h shows the merged l
thus obtained.

8. The previous step produces a binary mask whose 1’s co
spond to the lung regions. This mask can be used to separa
original image—such as the image of Fig. 24a—into the lu
regions and nonlung regions, as shown in Fig. 24i.

The 7% of the images for which this algorithm does not wo
had one or both of the following characteristics: (1) The ima
had only one of the two lungs and the size of the lung was
significantly larger than the sizes of the other low-attenuat
artifacts in the image. (2) One of the lungs was very fragmen

As mentioned before, the lung regions in all such images w
be extracted with the help of the physician.
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APPENDIX B: LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED

CBIR Content-based image retrieval
CT Computed tomography
HRCT High resolution computed tomography
HIS Hospital information system
LFS Instance of a lobular feature set
LFS Lobular feature set class
LO Left oblique
LUT Lookup table
MR Magnetic resonance
PACS Picture archiving and communication

system
PBR Pathology bearing regions
RO Right oblique
RH Right horizontal
SFS Sequential forward selection.
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